
Seeking those interested in community building, active 
exchange of valuable skills and time! 

 
Hyde Park Chicago Time Bank:  as part of the South Side Hub of Production 

 
 
  Purpose: to create a sustainable community that can thrive off the financial grid and 

continue to provide for and within our local community 
 
  Location: CHICAGO, IL (Hyde Park, Kenwood, Woodlawn, South Shore) 
 
We are looking to find 10 or more Hyde Park Chicago Time Bankers with active value to 
offer, who are interested in testing and giving feed back on the existing system.  The 
software provided by Time Bank U.S.A. is a unique software where one has to spend 
time getting used to navigating (also, there will be a software renewal starting 10/24).  
  
Once we are able to recruit enough people who are committed to being active in testing 
and can immediately begin to offer and receive in the next month, we will have a meeting 
among those in the core group to discuss issues.  The record keeping of the exchanges 
would take place solely online but we are also interested in having those without access 
to computer to join in through manual sign up.  
 
We propose to have the initial time bank enthusiasts meet at least once, share knowledge 
and formulate future plans for the growth of the community.  The idea is to formulate a 
sustainable and decentralized system so that the time bank community does not become 
over dependent on any one person's active participation.   
 
If you are able to join online, please visit the following site http://tinyurl.com/69n4bq8 
(requires an approval step to fully join).  We are also searchable at the Time Bank U.S.A. 
site under “Hyde Park Chicago Time Bank” 
 
If you would like to join through the manual process, please fill out the sign up sheet 
 
Questions?  please contact 
gabrielpiemonte@hotmail.com / 773-540-8370 
 
 
 


